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GUYS AND DOLLS? JUST

ONE GLORIOUS ROMP
EXOTIC, EXCITING
AND EXHAUSTING
T looked more like a rugby scrum than a dance in an

exotic Cuban night-club,

funniest, most unexpected climaxes in the production of
* Guys and Dolls” by the Chelmsford Amateur Operatic

and Dramatic Society, at the

this week.
After a fast and furious Cuban-type dance sequence the

their dolls with joyous abandon in a heap on

the floor. Then added themselves to the secthing mass of;
guys flung

humanity.
was perfectly timed. And it was

hilarious. It must also have been)

quite exhausting. But that's how
the whole show was. So fast. slick
and smooth it wasn’t unul the final

curtain that T remembered the cast)
had probably used up enough,

encrgy to win an Olympic gold

medal apiece.

These nights out in Runyonland,

(the show is based on a Damon!
Runvon novel} have been most re-
freshing for the people of Chelms-
ford. After all, the neat best

thing to a bout of bracing exercises
is secing someone cise practically

kill themselves. Especially if it's

purely for pleasure — particularly
yours,

But as the curtain went up for

the fourth ume at the end of Mon-

day show. wasn’t, a
wilting chorus girl among the lot
of them. In fact they looked more

  
 

  

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Actually, it was one of the

Regent Theatre, Chelmsford,

than game for a repeal performance,
and | mean right away.

THE ROMANCE

Not that the show was all fun

and games. There were a few:

romantic moments, and a very few
wistful ones.

But the show’s cxuberance could

not be contained for very long. And

this tremendously five socicty gave

it everything they had.
The story is simple but not a

bit sweet. | think the players were

glad to get away from the some-
times cloying comparativcly
moving productions of the past
few years
The main scenes were in a Sal-

vation Army Mission Hall, assorted

streets on Broadway, the hot box

Sarah's absenee- for an iicit crap down a bit. But
session.

THE PROOF

Tt takes Shy the rest of the show!

to prove to Sarah that he ismt ay Ben

bad as she thought

she isn't as good as she

she was. So they should get married.’ for

he was.

famous author.

Johnson, the most —- and

And, Adelaide 1
thoughtiwho has been engaged to Nathan

But that’s only a brief

What really makes the show

are the disarmingly sinful characters;

that have made Damon Runyon a

lovable-—rat_ that ever lived. Arthur

he looked good

as always, acted well.

THE ACCEN1

A honey of a performance was

by Beryl Manaton, as
the night-club * broad

and,

14 years. Pert and decidedly

but with a heart of gold,

was mighty relieved when

Adelaide finally got her man.

Beryl’s Brooklyn, accent was the
most convincing in the cast. Ht

For instance there is Nicely-Nicely didn’t even flag when she half-sang
{ther cynicisms on the crooked coursey

of true love. Stan Parsons, as fiancé

 

Staniland, in this role, was at Nathan, was loud, clear and
his best. I have only scen himjextremely funny.
in romantic parts before. And onc Whe =

fact stands out a mite. As well as THE GIANI . .
i Nathan and Nicely - Nicely’s

having an extremely
Arthur Slaniland is a fine comedian

THE COMEDY

Pat Viles was rather wooden a

is lovely and you can’t have every

saw Pat loosen up,

in Cuba. | think she enjoyed tha
bit as much as Sister Sarah did.

ithe orchestra could have played i

goad voice

first as Sister Sarah. Bul her voice

Freddic Costello, who played Sky
Masterson with his customary suave

assurance did not come over quite

so well as usual, Elis voice seemed

to lack power and during his solos

in. crap, played by Jim

Allen, Neville Burt and giant-sized
David Warder, would have been

tibetter had they been audible.

And that's just about everybody

-lexcept_ the chorus — who in fact

thing. Tt way with pleasure that wel A{ADE the show. Their dancing has
particularly}

when we got to the hilarious scene
improved beyond measure -~- many
of the solo were of pro-

tifessional standard. Their timing was
perfect and their enthusiasm. . .
well, I've already commented on
their, marathon performance.

This show is probably the

romp. these guys and dolls have
had for years. Let's have another

Yone sometime. LAS

 

fi

Adelaide (Beryl Manaton) and Nathan {Stan Parsons), the

couple who have been engaged for years but never eet
around to the wedding, in a scene from “Guys and Dolls”

presented by the Chelmsjord Amateur Operatic and Dramatic
at the Recent Theatre, this week.

night-club and the cqually hot Café
Cubano in Cuba. Then there was a

tense game of crap (or dice if you

prefer it), which took place in a
most artistic sewer.

THE BETTING

Sarah, a sweet, innocent Salvation
Army Jass is pursued for the sake
of a bet by arch-gambler Sky
Masterson. Sky wins his bet by

transporting the gentle Sarah to a
Cuban night-club that oozes sex and
sin.

Sarah loves every minute, once

Sky has suppressed her doubts with
a milk i

  

drink flavoured

“something the natives use.’
Well and truly plastered, Sarah

makes the most of her night out
and is carried off by Sky to catch

the_plane home.
There is a romantic farewell out-

side the Mission -Hall followed by

the unromantic exeunt of Sky's
friends from the hail which they

have commandecred Sister 

  

 

 
   

 
  
 
 
 
  

 
 
 
 

   


